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The video was broadcast from YouTube using the YouTube embed feature. The video owner is installing a mode that allows the video to be embedded. If you own, and want Nhac.vn to avoid embeding this video, you have two ways: 1. Go to YouTube Studio Creator/Select Video/Select Advanced
Settings and turn off Allow Embedding Set 2. Click the Report button and select Delete My YouTube and fill in the contact information. Nhac.vn will contact information support in 24 hours. YouTube source this video is sourced from YouTube using the embedded YouTube feature. The video owner is
installing a mode that allows the video to be embedded. If you own, and want Nhac.vn to avoid embeding this video, you have two ways: 1. Go to YouTube Studio Creator/Select Video/Select Advanced Settings and turn off Allow Embedding Set 2. Click the Report button and select Delete My YouTube
and fill in the contact information. Nhac.vn will contact information support in 24 hours. YouTube source have you heard sky in the spring? By spring, the Tate suddenly sounded the melody of songs about spring, which made people feel, enthusiastic and eagerly montazeri. And obviously for the people of
Vietnam, Tet is essential for music, and it's Paul's music so that people feel the atmosphere of Tet easier. Songs about spring often have playful melodies and bustle, but equally banking anyone's deep emotions. In harmony with the crowded atmosphere of spring colors, WhitToan will introduce spring
music songs that will all the concerns of the old year and instead introduce you the chances and tranquility of the new year. The Story of the New Year - Huwai Anne was written and written by musician Huy An (born 1929 under the real name Nguyen Deck Tinh). In addition to the story of the beginning of
the year, he has left quite a lot of spring music recording strong impressions in the hearts of people in all parts of the country such as spring day visiting each other, Confiding in spring, the heavenly pre-ordained,... The song is a live picture of the new year with many dreams and expectations. Awakening
in each of us is a belief in the love of current life, even though many things have happened in the old year, grief. But it's all over, live well for the present and the future. Try to change The day-to-day strong is not as desired as it is, rather than regretting what He created today. He was a musician in South
Vietnam before 1975 and is considered a famous tree in music that has many works related to names such as If Life Without England ... The song has a happy and vivid atmosphere that speaks of the girl's mind when spring comes with many dreams. Wishes for beautiful clothes, envelopes, about people
who love the country. Everyone will give you a sense of the natural days of the dream when spring comes. It was my spring - Mr. Whitt to, who had me as songwriter Anne Whitt to, in addition to other compositions like Thanksgiving Day, Street People, Eight Choruses, Two Lost Stars... His real name is
Huyn Ho Kim Sang, who was born in 1939 and his nickname is Anne Whitt-Tu, meaning Brother Whitt To because his younger brother is Named Whitt To. That spring song with Brother Anne Witt-tu will fully express the minds of couples who love each other in battle with the testimony of slow melodies. If
you've ever missed an appointment on a specific day, you can understand how the hangover awaits the meeting date. That reunion day suddenly seemed an unexpectedly beautiful miracle. ... This is a love song with shades of lovers and friends' faces. These are songs written in his youth when her
flowers are scattered on the side of the road... - Mr. Whitt to said of the song. Early Spring Card - Minh Ky song born more than 50 years ago, early spring card is a good song from musician Minh Ky - Le Dinh. In particular, Min Kay is the grandson of five King MinNet, who died in 1930 in 1975. The song
quickly entered people's hearts and was badly struck as they were written with memorable lyrics, Idylik, along with a playful melody that helped create an enthusiastic atmosphere for the new year. Tet comes we often wish each other the best, what do you wish when spring comes, I wish you and your
family great health and tranquility. Spring is beautiful too, it's all fun. However, there are still beautiful songs, living forever with the time but sad that almost every Vietnamese has heard once, once knew that it welcomed this spring to remember the spring of old musician Chow Kay. Spring is a time of
harmony between the old and the new year, when the people of Melancoly forget the past to wait for what's to come. However, in the warm and sacred weather of spring, we cannot help but remember the spring of the old days. Spring is back - Min Key was born in the late 1950s by songwriter Min Kay,
Schwan has returned as one of the songs about spring and new year, which is forever there with time with large generations of listeners and is still one of the most popular songs in each Tet until spring. This spring I'm not going back to this spring, it's a famous song written by songwriter Tina Lam Negan
in the 1960s. The lyrics and melodies of the song are unfortunately slow and express the child's mood away from home on Tet's holiday, not reuniting with his family, not seeing his mother, not seeing the children. It was time to take the gold, when there was a pot of smoked cake, when there was a
firecracker with the kids, but, the boy was away in the sky thinking about the union. The song was first released, by the time we were in the army, the experiment seemed very emotional because it shared the trust of every soldier away from home, always remembering his homeland and especially
remembering his mother's image. - Author Nguyen Nguyenguk Negan Welcome Bahar - Pam Dinh Chung Welcome Spring was composed by composer Pam Dinh Chung in 2009. 1953 and life forever over time by every poem, every rhythm is cheerful, crowded like dancing, celebrating a new spring.
What's better than listening to this song every spring. The verses are just as exciting as they make anyone feel more happy and love life than ever before. With a vibrant melody, it is a song written by the late musician Thanh Son after 1975. Love brings in every person's heart new joy, joy and hope when
melody rings everywhere. Every time Schwank echoes, every listener sees that Tet has really returned to his heart. Born in Thailand in 1951, he had an unstable child in a place where Laos, Thailand, then Vietnam. He created a slogan for himself: Live in silence, love the skin, write like fate. Spring is a
season of love and happiness for couples, so the lyrics to Tet's songs for me contain a lot of meanings about love and happiness. If you're in trouble with shirin's love confessions, what are you waiting for without banking on this song? Spring Chorus - Quoc dung every spring, spring chorus resounded in
the minds of every Vietnamese. The song was born as quoc Dung songwriter long ago but has been performed by many singers. The lyrics are full of romantic poetry with a fast-paced, slow and gentle climate, enough to enthusiastically temper the listener and blend into the vibrant atmosphere of spring.
New Year's Day - I was composed by the late musician Hoy from New Year's Day. The song has a cheerful and crowded melody, shaking off the full atmosphere of fresh spring as well as the happy New Year spirit. Not only that, the lyrics featured almost all the characteristics, customs and most
important meanings of traditional Tet in Vietnam. Spring Oi - Nguyen Ngoc Thien Song Spring Oi by composer Nguyen Nguyk Etienne not only has a gentle rhythm but also conveys a lot of emotion on each note as a reminder to children away from home to return to celebrate Tet with their families. New
Year's Eve quietly - Anne Cowan and Huy Tuan are quietly one of the best spring songs composed by musicians Anne Cowan and Huy Tuan. To date, every tet until spring, people still hear some buzz from the song in all parts of the country. With a melody that attracts meats, the song quickly touches
the listener's heart and has been storming for a long time. Spring Day - Kwang Hui Spring Day Fong III Wu was born in 2011 and is loved and admired by many people every spring. It's also an impressive spring song as well as one of songwriter Kwang Hui's most successful songs. All you need on New
Year's Day in this song is drama, squealing, all creating a familiar sound of tap dancing, tap dancing to welcome Vietnamese New Year in addition to the vibrant content and bustle, giving listeners joy to spread in the spirit. Lunar New Year - Phuong Uyen's Lunar New Year is one of the most successful
works by composer Phuong Uyen. Tate here is Vietnamese, when it is the tet of landscapes, heaven and earth, people mingn as one. The song brings a happy New Year scene from the joy of kids getting new clothes, to the image of an old mother wrapping green rice cake for the family, or a group of
people shopping on the streets. Best wishes for each other, everyone was looking at a new spring that came with great good hopes. Happy New Year! Favorite article: Speaker Line Array Ceiling Speakers Hung Wall Speaker Column Speakers Step Speaker
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